
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a sales. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for sales

Maintain distribution network by servicing current customers, expanding
customer base and developing product base
Prepare category and business strategies and leverage insights to identify
sales opportunities and improve category position to support sales
Develop and administer new customer contracts and contract renewals
Forecast sales volume for products to ensure alignment with Operational
Excellence, capabilities and capacities
Collaborate with Operations and Customer Service (Inside sales) to initiate
new business opportunities, resolve issues, and provide optimal customer
service
Resolve customer requirements by providing information
Accomplish sales and organizational mission and vision by completing related
initiatives as needed
Identify, interact with and influence customer’s specifications, allocate
resources as needed, coordinate with regions and other divisions, strategize
business growth in order to acquire and increase business and market share
Evaluate enquiry/tender specs, allocate offer/Tender preparation tasks,
ensure correctness and completeness of techno-commercial offers, quantify
risks and define mitigation strategy, align with HQ/product
management/Project Management and works, participate in key discussions
& negotiations with customers in order to acquire orders and meet/ exceed
OV targets maintaining profitability and India Strategy missions
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to enhance knowledge, promote team spirit in order to enhance competency
for efficient working of the group

Qualifications for sales

Specialist in product development, marketing, and selling of advisor facing
technology products/services with either a broker/dealer or software
company (understanding the economic, business and competitive aspects of
the advisor market is essential)
Industry experience in Financial Services, Healthcare, or Energy a plus
Experience in marketing tools and industrial equipment
Read, analyze, interpret and implement government contract specifications
Research, evaluate and implement government regulations and procedures
Skill in using the computer


